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Breslov Research Institute & BRI Women Announce

Rebbe Nachman: A Woman’s Treasury
Making History in Jewish Publishing & Breslov Chassidut

 

The Breslov Research Institute and BRI Women are proud to
announce the very first Breslov book for women by women, Rebbe
Nachman: A Woman’s Treasury.

This  groundbreaking  new  publication  will  contain  uplifting
Breslov  teachings,  life-changing  insights,  and  personal
stories which will share diverse approaches to living a life
inspired by the wisdom of Rebbe Nachman.

Rebbe Nachman: A Woman’s Treasurywill feature contributions
from noted teachers and authors including Tzipporah Heller,
Yehudis  Golshevsky,  Sara  Yocheved  Rigler,  Gita  Kramer  and
Chaya Rivka Zwolinski, and more, as well as personal stories
and art (via open submission), by women at varying points
along their spiritual paths.

This  book  will  be  filled  with  inspiring  essays  on  many
subjects such as Joy, Women in Breslov, Personal Growth and
Inspiration,  Marriage,  Parenting,  Emunah,  Forgiveness,
Hitbodedut  and  Prayer,  Creative  Expression,  Healing,  Life
Stages and many others.

Rebbe Nachman: A Woman’s Treasury will be enhanced by full-
color art by women and a timeless design in a beautifully
bound  volume,  in  order  to  reflect  the  heartfelt  Breslov
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treasure inside. It’s a book you will not only want to read
yourself, but be proud to give to your family and friends.

This compendium will appeal to women like you who want to
better understand how to live with more inspiration and joy
through the teachings of Rebbe Nachman of Breslov.

I cordially invite you to join the Breslov Research Institute,
BRI Women, and me in this history-making project.

Chaya Rivka Zwolinski,

Editor, Rebbe Nachman: A woman’s treasury

Director, BRI Women

 

Share your Voice—Inspire Others

How can you get involved? There are so many ways, choose the
ones that are right for you.

This is the very first Breslov book by women and for women—and
you are a vital part of making this book a success. We ask you
to partner with us in a variety of ways—share Rebbe Nachman’s
inspiration and make this dream a reality.

Are you a Leader & People Person? Please consider becoming the
leader of your local Bookmark Committee or even a national
leader!

BookMark  Chairperson:  Work  closely  with  BRI  publisher  and
editor to help create women’s “Bookmark Committees” in Jewish
communities to raise funds necessary to produce, distribute
and market this trailblazing book via outreach, events and
book  launch  parties.  Lead  your  local  committee  or  lead
nationally, please contact women@breslov.org.

Are you a writer, or may you just have a great story or essay
to share?  Visit our submission page.
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Are you a Giver? Please consider becoming a sponsor of this
groundbreaking book, click here to contribute or for more
information.
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